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Make your dreams for basic safety and health become a reality for your children. I wondered who they
might turn out to be. This can be one of these. The future isn't ours to find. I remember my mother
singing this song often to me as a child. What ambitions do you have for your children? What dreams?
Ambitions for wellness, safety, prosperity and an excellent life.When I was pregnant, I often wondered
what my kids would look like. We reside in a distressing period. Headlines remind us constantly of things we
don’t wish to discover: victims who have been exploited and abused by more powerful or manipulative people,
offenders who have gotten away making use of their abuses for too many years, and a culture that has
turned a blind eye for some of its most vulnerable associates. Arm yourself with the knowledge to get
ready hearts, expose lies, and heal wounds.For those who have children, work with them, or know victims of
abuse of any age, read this reserve. We need to know what the issues are to be able to fix them, so when
painful as they can be, knowing them may be the first stage toward a remedy.This book is an important
section of the solution. It not only identifies the problem of misuse; It acknowledges the importance of
the #MeToo motion while assisting parents and children reduce the amount of voices which will ever need
to say “me as well. it also equips parents and others who work with children and youth to guard against
abuse, recognize its signs, and prepare teenagers to reside in a threatening globe.” It brings things that
were secret into the light.But seeing these things is preferable to not seeing them, and coping with them is
better than leaving them alone. These are signs of serious social and psychological complications, and we
want we didn’t suffer from them. Yes, these times are distressing, but you can find solutions. I am
reminded of the tune: Que sera sera whatever will be will become. It educates us about things we don’t
need to see in order that maybe we are able to see them much less often.
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I now have an improved understanding of what exploitation and manipulation really looks like Abuse…it’s a
difficult topic and could seem difficult to talk about, but “What Occurs After #MeToo? Laila Wahba’s
passion for stopping abuse and assisting the abused heal is certainly clear as she instructs parents and
concerned adults to do the same. What Happens After #Me Too? Dr. Excellent book! This Reserve Is A
CRUCIAL Read! As the author states, "We need to work together to help make the world a safer place.
Now is the time to educate ourselves as to how to protect vulnerable children. Tough Subject Simplified
This book is full of answers and advice on helping keep children safe from an evergrowing problem. is a
wonderful read and incredibly educational about sexual misuse. After reading it, talk about it with every
mother or father you know who is raising another generation. I recommend this book! Stepping out of
Denial, determining and Empowering #metoo your not alone. This book ought to be read and distributed to
adult children, teachers, and parents with whom you associate. is a must go through for all parents. Filled
with emotion, truth, and conviction, this book will encourage you to boldly be a tone of voice for the silent
victim to be able to fight against sexual misuse and bullying. A fantastic introduction to the existence of
sexual abuse and the necessary steps to prevent it! I now have a better knowledge of what exploitation
and manipulation really looks like. can be a relevant and much needed launch to the reality of sexual misuse
in today’s globe. And, how to guard the most precious present that God has given to me, which are my kids
and grandchildren. will equip you with the data on how to recognize abuse and how to protect your kids
against it. Laila gives the reader practical and useful ways to protect children, detect the signs of abuse
and react to reports of misuse. Laila reminds parents to make sure that their children understand that it
really is safe to ask them any question. Her effective message that abused folks are “not guilty” equips
both the abused and those that support them with the freedom and the courage to battle the evils of
abuse in our day! A must read! This book is crucial read for all parents, grandparents teachers and
pediatricians! The author has given some useful guidelines for profiling a predator, knowing the warning
signs of abuse, recognizing effects of abuse and protecting your loved ones.WHAT GOES ON After
#MeToo? Wahba's reserve. I loved this book since it addresses one of the most pressing, urgent
requirements of our day -sexual abuse." like the SKIT This book gives practical and straight forward ways
to help identify, heal and protect children from sexual abuse. The illustrations had been riveting. The
methods outlined, just like the SKIT, are simple solutions to teach children. Informative and empowering
read I love the truth that the author shares practical methods with the reader to help children be aware
of and prepared against predators. Dr. Laila has helpful and enlightening truths that everyone ought to
know and be equipped with. Highly recommended!! A Must Read for Parents and Teachers Laila uses true to
life tales to captivate the reader. I love the guidance to avoid, recognize and discuss #metoo behavior.
Empowering parents and caregivers to identify problematical circumstances and guiding victims to speak
boldly and set boundries. As a #metoo survivor it shines a light in a dark place understanding the shame isn't
mine to bear. Necessary for today's world This book is so necessary with the discussions happening these
days! She also encourages parents to make use of proper terminology when talking with their kids about
sexuality also to keep those discussions going because they grow. provides reader practical insight to
identify predators, protect children, detect the signs of abuse and respond to reports of misuse. An
excellent and empowering read for everyone who cares about the well-being of kids! Whether your kids are
still at home or you possess grandchildren, make sure you get a copy of Dr. I'm buying several books
therefore i can give them to pastors, youth leaders, friends and those who work with special need children.
They appear to be a real encouragement for all of us all. Excellent read Very good book. Essential for
anyone supporting children. Powerful message What Happens after #MeToo? The techniques that Laila
shares are useful, easy to remember, and very instructive for all kids and parents. Dr. What Happens After
#Me As well? Her effective message that those who find themselves abused aren't guilty supports both the
abused and those that support them by providing them with the freedom and the courage to stand against

abuse. Together, though education and a compassionate response, #metoo will become a thing of the past.
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